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Abstract

For a finite Abelian subgroupA ⊂ SL(3,C), let Y = A-Hilb(C3) denote the scheme parametr
ing A-clusters inC3. Ito and Nakajima proved that the tautological line bundles (indexed by
irreducible representations ofA) form a basis of theK-theory ofY . We establish the relations b
tween these bundles in the Picard group ofY and hence, following a recipe introduced by Re
construct an explicit basis of the integral cohomology ofY in one-to-one correspondence with t
irreducible representations ofA.
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Let G ⊂ SL(n,C) be a finite subgroup. AG-cluster is aG-invariant zero-dimensiona
subschemeZ ⊂ Cn with global sectionsH 0(Z,OZ) isomorphic as aC[G]-module to the
regular representation ofG. Write G-Hilb(Cn) for the moduli space ofG-clusters. Ito and
Nakamura [5] proved thatG-Hilb(C2) is the unique minimal (orcrepant) resolutionY of
C2/G. Nakamura [9] conjectured thatG-Hilb(C3) is a crepant resolution of the quotie
C3/G and proved this for a finite Abelian subgroupA ⊂ SL(3,C) by introducing an al-
gorithm that calculatesA-Hilb(C3). Nakamura’s conjecture was subsequently proved
Bridgeland, King and Reid [1].

E-mail address:craw@math.sunysb.edu.
0021-8693/$ – see front matter 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.jalgebra.2004.10.001
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The search for crepant resolutions ofCn/G was motivated in part by the McKay co
respondence. For a finite subgroupG ⊂ SL(2,C), McKay [7] established a one-to-on
correspondence between the nontrivial irreducible representations ofG and the exceptiona
prime divisors of the crepant resolutionY of C2/G. Gonzalez-Sprinberg and Verdier [
subsequently provided a geometric explanation by associating a vector bundleRk on Y

to each irreducible representationρk of G. Case by case analysis of the finite subgro
G ⊂ SL(2,C) revealed that the classesc1(Rk) (for nontrivialρk) form a basis ofH 2(Y,Z)

dual to the exceptional divisor classes. This leads to a one-to-one correspondence

{irreducible representations ofG} ↔ basis ofH ∗(Y,Z). (1.1)

Following Nakamura’s conjecture thatG-Hilb(C3) is a crepant resolution ofC3/G,
Reid [10] conjectured that the tautological bundlesRk on Y (see Section 5 for the defin
ition) form aZ-basis of theK-theory ofG-Hilb(C3), and that a certain cookery with th
Chern classesci(Rk) gives aZ-basis of the integral cohomology ofG-Hilb(C3) satisfying
(1.1). To support the conjecture, Reid calculatedY = A-Hilb(C3) for several examples o
finite Abelian subgroupsA ⊂ SL(3,C) and decorated the toric fan ofY with characters o
A in a manner that encoded the relations in Pic(Y ) between the line bundlesRk . Every
such relation in Pic(Y ) led to the construction of a virtual bundleVm indexed by an ir-
reducible representationρm of A. In each of Reid’s examples, the second Chern cla
c2(Vm) baseH 4(Y,Z) and, moreover, the first Chern classesc1(Rk) indexed by the re
maining nontrivial irreducible representationsρk form a Z-basis forH 2(Y,Z). Thus, the
McKay correspondence (1.1) holds for each of Reid’s examples.

Ito and Nakajima [6] proved the first part of Reid’s conjecture for a finite Abelian
groupA ⊂ SL(3,C), i.e., that the line bundlesRk form a Z-basis of theK-theory ofY .
Applying the Chern character provides a basis ofH ∗(Y,Q) in one-to-one corresponden
with the irreducible representations ofA, a rational version of (1.1). In this paper we e
tablish the integral version of (1.1) for a finite Abelian subgroupA ⊂ SL(3,C):

Theorem 1.1. The McKay correspondence bijection(1.1) holds(replaceG by A) for all
finite Abelian subgroupsA ⊂ SL(3,C).

The first step is to show that the recipe introduced by Reid [10] which decorates th
and vertices in (a cross-section of) the toric fanΣ of A-Hilb(C3) with characters of the
groupA can be carried out for any finite Abelian subgroupA ⊂ SL(3,C). In addition, we
prove that every character ofA marks either a line inΣ (possibly passing through sever
vertices) or a unique vertex. See Section 3 for examples.

The decoration ofΣ with characters enables us to calculate the relations betwee
line bundlesRk in Pic(Y ). For each interior vertexv in Σ , we derive a relation betwee
those bundlesRk indexed by the irreducible representationsρk whose characters mark th
vertexv and the lines meeting atv (see Theorem 6.1 for the precise statement and a li
the explicit relations). A weak version of the McKay correspondence, namely the eq
of the Euler number ofY and the order of the groupA, shows that our list exhausts a
nontrivial relations between tautological line bundles. These relations are of indepe
interest, see Craw and Ishii [2, §9].
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Once the relations in Pic(Y ) have been derived, we implement Reid’s construction
virtual bundlesVm onY having trivial rank and trivial first Chern class. A proof based o
case-by-case analysis of the relations in Pic(Y ) shows that the second Chern classesc2(Vm)

of these virtual bundles form a basis ofH 4(Y,Z) dual to the basis[S] ∈ H4(Y,Z) of the
compact exceptional surfacesS of the resolutionϕ :Y → C3/A. To construct theZ-basis
of H 2(Y,Z), we start with the spanning set of all first Chern classesc1(Rk) of tautological
bundles. Removing those classesc1(Rm) indexed by the irreducible representationsρm

corresponding to the virtual bundlesVm leaves aZ-basis ofH 2(Y,Z). Theorem 1.1 then
follows since the trivial bundleRρ0 = OY generatesH 0(Y,Z).

The work of Bridgeland, King and Reid [1] implies that the bundlesRk form aZ-basis
of theK-theory of(Y = Ghilbn) for any finite subgroupG ⊂ SL(3,C), but the cookery
with the Chern classes leading to aZ-basis ofH ∗(Y,Z) is still an open problem for non
Abelian subgroupsG ⊂ SL(3,C).

2. How to calculate A-Hilb(C3)

Let A ⊂ SL(3,C) be a finite Abelian subgroup of order|A|, and fix a primitive|A|th
root of unity ε. Choose coordinatesx, y, z on C3 to diagonalise the action ofA, write
L ∼= Z3 for the lattice of Laurent monomials inx, y, z andL∨ for the dual lattice with basi
e1, e2, e3. To each group elementa = diag(εα1, εα2, εα3) with 0 � αj < |A|, we associate
the vectorva = 1

|A| (α1, α2, α3). Write N := L∨ + ∑
a∈A Z · va andM := Hom(N,Z) for

the dual lattice ofA-invariant Laurent monomials.
The toric varietyUσ := SpecC[σ∨ ∩ M] defined by the positive octantσ = ∑

R�0ei

in NR := N ⊗Z R is the quotientC3/A. The junior simplex∆ ⊂ NR is the triangle with
verticese1, e2, e3, containing the lattice points1|A| (α1, α2, α3) with 1

|A| (α1 +α2 +α3) = 1.
Crepant toric resolutions ofC3/A are determined by triangulations of the junior si
plex ∆ into basic triangles (we identify a triangulation of∆ with the fan determining
the triangulation). Nakamura [9] exhibited one such triangulationΣ determining the toric
varietyXΣ = A-Hilb(C3) parametrisingA-clusters. AnA-clusteris anA-invariant, zero-
dimensional subschemeZ ⊂ C3 for whichH 0(Z,OZ) is isomorphic as aC[A]-module to
the regular representation ofA. Craw and Reid [3] calculatedΣ by the following three-step
procedure:

1. Draw linesLi,0, . . . ,Li,mi+1 emanating from the cornersei of ∆ to the points forming
the convex hull of lattice points in∆ � ei (the linesLi,0 andLi,mi+1 extend along two
sides of∆). Forj = 1, . . . ,mi the integerai,j � 2 determined by the Jung–Hirzebru
continued fraction ruleLi,j−1 + Li,j+1 = ai,j · Li,j is called thestrengthof Li,j .

2. Extend the linesLi,1, . . . ,Li,mi
until they are ‘defeated’ by linesLk,l from ek (i 
= k)

according to the following rule: when lines meet at a point, the line with gre
strength extends with strength reduced by 1 for every rival it defeats; lines me
with equal strength all die. This results in a partition of∆ into regular trianglesof
sider , i.e., lattice triangles withr + 1 lattice points on each edge.
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Fig. 1. (a) Corner trianglee3pq; (b) meeting of champions.

3. Draw r − 1 lines parallel to the sides of each regular triangle of sider to produce
its regular tesselationinto r2 basic triangles (see Craw and Reid [3, Fig. 2(a)]). T
resulting basic triangulation isΣ .

To prove thatXΣ = A-Hilb(C3), we pass to the dualM = Hom(N,Z) and calculate
coordinates on the affine piecesUτ = SpecC[τ∨ ∩M] coveringXΣ . In doing so we prove
that every regular triangle of sider is either acorner triangleor a (unique)meeting of
championsas shown in Fig. 1 (permutex, y, z if necessary). The indices of theA-invariant
ratios cutting out the sides of the regular triangles in Fig. 1 satisfy

d − a = e − b − c = f = r in case (a), (2.1)

d − a = e − b = f − c = r in case (b). (2.2)

Moreover, the lines of the regular tesselations of the regular triangles of Fig. 1 are c
by theA-invariant ratios of monomials

xd−i :yb+izi , ye−j : zj xa+j , zf −k:xkyc+k in case (a), (2.3)

xd−i :yb+izi , ye−j : zc+j xj , zf −k:xa+kyk in case (b), (2.4)

for i, j, k = 0, . . . , r − 1. The edges of a basic triangleτ ∈ Σ are cut out by the ratios from
(2.3) or (2.4) ifi, j , k satisfy eitheri + j + k = r − 1, in which caseτ is said to be anup
triangle, ori + j + k = r + 1, in which caseτ is down. An up triangleτ defines the affine
subvarietyUτ ⊂ XΣ isomorphic toC3 = SpecC[ξ, η, ζ ] with coordinates

ξ = xd−i/yb+izi , η = ye−j /zj xa+j , ζ = zf −k/xkyc+k in case (a), (2.5)

ξ = xd−i/yb+izi , η = ye−j /zc+j xj , ζ = zf −k/xa+kyk in case (b). (2.6)

Similarly, a down triangleτ defines the affine subvarietyUτ ⊂ XΣ which is isomorphic to
C3 = SpecC[λ,µ, ν] with coordinates
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Fig. 2. (a) Step 1; (b) Step 2 (solid lines) and Step 3 (dotted lines).

λ = yb+izi/xd−i , µ = zj xa+j /ye−j , ν = xkyc+k/zf −k in case (a), (2.7)

λ = yb+izi/xd−i , µ = zc+j xj /ye−j , ν = xa+kyk/zf −k in case (b). (2.8)

To complete the proof thatXΣ = A-Hilb(C3), it remains to compare the coordinates on
subsetsUτ coveringXΣ with the explicit coordinates on a cover ofA-Hilb(C3) calculated
by Nakamura [9]. See [3, §4–5] for more details.

Remark 2.1. The knock-out rule (Step 2) in the calculation ofΣ can be given in term
of monomials. Indeed, suppose a lineL1,j meets a lineL3,k at an interior point of∆. The
lines are cut out byyc : zf andxa : ye respectively. The knock-out rule can be stated
a line extends if and only if its ratio contains the strictly smaller exponent of the com
monomialy. For example, in Fig. 1(a) above, lines cut out by ratiosyc : zf andxa : ye

meet at an interior point of∆. The former line extends, soc < e.

Example 2.2. Consider the cyclic quotient singularity of type111(1,2,8). In Fig. 2(a) we
illustrate the result of Step 1 where, for example, the strengths of the lines frome3 come
from the continued fraction11

2 = 6− 1
2 of the surface singularityC2

(z=0)/A = 1
11(1,2). The

solid lines in Fig. 2(b) show the result of Step 2. The line frome1 with strength 3 intersect
the line frome3 with strength 2, so the line frome1 extends with strength 2 while th
line from e3 terminates. The resulting partition of∆ contains only one regular triangle
sider > 1. To perform Step 3, tesselate this triangle, i.e., add the dotted lines to Fig
giving Σ . TheA-invariant ratios that cut out the lines inΣ are shown in Fig. 4(a) from
Section 3.

3. Reid’s recipe for decorating Σ

Reid [10] calculatedXΣ = A-Hilb(C3) for several examples and, in each case, ma
the lines and vertices inΣ with characters ofA. We now prove that this can be done f
any finite Abelian subgroupA ⊂ SL(3,C).
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Fig. 3. Ratios on lines meeting at vertices of valency 4 and 5.

Lines inΣ are cut out by theA-invariant ratios listed in (2.3) and (2.4). The monomi
in each ratio lie in the same character space of theA-action, and we mark the line with th
common character. As for the vertices, Reid introduced a recipe to associate one
characters to a vertexv, depending (primarily) on the valency ofv. In light of [3, §1.3], the
valency is either 3, 4, 5 or 6. We now implement Reid’s recipe case by case.

Case 1. A vertexv of valency 3 defines an exceptionalP2.

Lemma 3.1. A single characterχk marks all three lines meeting atv. Mark the vertexv
with the characterχm := χk ⊗ χk .

Proof. A vertex v of valency 3 occurs only when a lineL1,α emanating frome1 meets
linesL2,β andL3,γ from e2 ande3 respectively. The ratio cutting outL1,α is of the form
yb : zf . The linesL1,α andL3,γ defeat each other atv so, by Remark 2.1, the ratio cuttin
outL3,γ is of the formxd : yb. Similarly,L2,β is cut out byzf : xd . In particular, all three
lines are marked with the common character ofxd , yb, zf . �
Case 2. A vertexv of valency 4 defines an exceptional scrollFr .

Lemma 3.2. There are distinct charactersχk and χl which each mark a pair of line
meeting atv. Mark the vertexv with the characterχm := χk ⊗ χl .

Proof. A vertexv of valency 4 occurs only when a lineLα,β from eα defeats lines emana
ing from both of the other corners of∆. By permutingx, y, z if necessary we assume th
α = 3 (see Fig. 3(a)). Letχk denote the common character space of the monomialsxd and
yb in the ratio markingL3,β . If there are no vertices onL3,β betweene3 andv thenz is one
of the monomials in the ratios marking the defeated lines frome1 ande2. More generally,
it follows from the calculation ofΣ that if (f − 1) vertices lie betweene3 andv thenzf

occurs in bothA-invariant ratios on the defeated lines, as shown in Fig. 3(a). In partic
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if zf lies in theχl-character space then the lines frome1 ande2 are marked withχl . Fi-
nally, asL3,β defeats the lines frome1 ande2 at v, we havec > b by Remark 2.1. Henc
χk 
= χl . �
Case 3. A vertex v of valency 5 or 6 (excluding three straight lines meeting at a po
defines a surface scroll blown-up in one or two points.

Lemma 3.3. There are uniquely determined charactersχk and χl which each mark a
pair of lines meeting atv. The remaining line or pair of lines are marked with distin
characters. Mark the vertexv with χm := χk ⊗ χl .

Proof. A vertex of valency 5 occurs only at the intersection point of a lineLα,β from eα

with a lineLγ,δ from eγ . We may assume thatα = 3, γ = 1, and thatL3,β is defeated so
L1,δ extends. This accounts for three lines meeting atv; the fourth and fifth lines are tes
selating lines of a regular triangleT which is either a corner triangle frome1, the meeting
of champions triangle or a corner triangle frome2. We illustrate the first case in Fig. 3(b
the linesL3,β andL1,δ are cut out byxa : ye andyc : zf respectively, while the tesselatin
lines extending fromv into T are cut out byxd−r : yb+r zr , for r satisfying the relations
(2.1), and byzh−i : xiyg+i , for someg, h, i (i 
= 0).

The characterχk markingL1,δ marks two lines meeting atv asL1,δ passes throughv.
From (2.1) we havexd−r = xa , therefore a characterχl marks the lines cut out by bot
xa : ye andxd−r : yb+r zr , soχl also marks a pair of lines atv. Finally, the characterχj

marking the fifth line is neitherχk nor χl . Indeed, the relations (2.1) forT ensure tha
h − i > f , so χj 
= χk . To show thatχj 
= χl , write τ for the basic triangle inT with
two edges cut out byxd−r : yb+r zr and zh−i : xiyg+i . The corresponding toric variet
is Uτ = SpecC[λ,µ, ν], whereλ, ν satisfyyb+rzr = λxd−r andxiyg+i = νzh−i (see [3,
§5]). Thus, bothzh−i andxd−r lie in the basis ofOZ for theA-clusterZ defined by the
origin λ = µ = ν = 0 in C3 ∼= Uτ . It follows thatzh−i andxd−r lie in different characte
spaces, soχj 
= χl . This proves the lemma whenT is a corner triangle frome1.

WhenT is the meeting of champions or a corner triangle frome2, the ratios cutting ou
the fourth and fifth lines are eitherxd−i : yb+izi with zh−k : xg+kyk , or xd−i : yizb+i with
zh−k : xg+kyk . In each case the same argument applies so the lemma is establishe
vertex of valency 5. The case where the vertex has valency 6 is similar.�
Case 4. A vertexv at the intersection of three straight lines inΣ defines an exceptional d
Pezzo surface of degree six, denoted dP6.

Lemma 3.4. The monomials defining the pair of morphismsdP6 → P2 lie in uniquely
determined character spacesχl andχm satisfying

χl ⊗ χm = χi ⊗ χj ⊗ χk, (3.1)

whereχi , χj and χk mark the straight lines through the vertexv defining the del Pezz
surface. Mark the vertexv with bothχl andχm.
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Fig. 4. (a) Ratios on lines inΣ ; (b) Reid’s recipe for1
11(1,2,8).

Proof. Three straight lines intersect at a vertexv in Σ only when three lines tesselatin
the same regular triangle intersect. Ifv lies in a corner triangle then the three ratios lis
in (2.3) which cut out the lines satisfyi + j + k = r (the case where the lines are cut o
by the ratios (2.4) is similar). The ratios determine a Segre embeddingP1 × P1 × P1 → P7

given by

(
xd−iye−j zf −k : xd−i+kye−j+c+k : xd−i+a+j zf −k+j : xd−i+a+j+kyc+kzj

: ye−j+b+izf −k+i : xkye−j+c+k+b+izi : xa+j yb+izf −k+i+j : xa+j+kyb+i+c+kzi+j
)
.

The del Pezzo dP6 ⊂ P6 is the intersection of the image of this map with the hyperpl
x0 = x7, wherex0, . . . , x7 are coords onP7. Moreover, the maps dP6 → P2 are the re-
striction of the projections(x0 : x2 : x3) and(x0 : x4 : x5) to dP6. After removing common
factors and simplifying exponents using (2.1), these projections are

(
ye−j zi : xa+j zf −k : xd−iyc+k

)
and

(
xd−izj : yb+izf −k : xkye−j

)
. (3.2)

The required charactersχl andχm are the common characters of the monomials defin
these maps, i.e., the characters of sayxa+j zf −k andxd−izj . The product of this pair equa
the product ofxd−i , zf −k andxa+j zj , so (3.1) holds. �
Remark 3.5. When two or more lines marked with the same character meet at a vev
it is convenient to regard the lines as a single linepassing throughv. Thus, for example
a valency 4 vertexv is the intersection point of two lines passing throughv.

Example 3.6. Consider once again the cyclic quotient singularity of type1
11(1,2,8). The

ratios cutting out the lines inΣ are shown in Fig. 4(a). Forε a primitive 11th root of unity,
write χi = εi (i = 0, . . . ,10) for the characters ofA = Z/11. The lines meeting at th
vertex of valency 3 are marked withχ2, the common character space of the monomialsx2,
y, z3. According to Lemma 3.1 we mark the vertex of valency 3 withχ4. The character
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Fig. 5. Reid’s recipe for130(25,2,3).

χ2 andχ8 mark lines passing through (in the sense of Remark 3.5) the vertex of vale
so, by Lemma 3.2, we mark the vertex withχ10. The remaining vertices have valency 5,
Lemma 3.3 applies. The result is shown in Fig. 4(b).

Example 3.7. The fanΣ of A-Hilb(C3) for theA-action 1
30(25,2,3) is shown in Fig. 5.

There are three regular triangles of side 2 to the left of the line frome1 to p, and two
regular triangles of side 3 to the right. Every internal vertex has valency 5 or 6. Mo
the vertices are marked with a single character determined by Lemma 3.3. However
each regular triangle of side 3 is a vertex of valency 6 defining a del Pezzo surfac6,
so each of these vertices is marked with a pair of characters. For example,χ4, χ5 andχ12
mark the lines passing through one of the vertices. The proof of Lemma 3.4 revea
the monomials defining the morphisms dP6 → P2 lie in theχ7 andχ14 character space
so these characters mark the vertex.

4. Every character appears once on Σ

It is not clear a priori from the construction of the previous section that different ver
are marked with different characters. Nevertheless, this is the case in Examples 3.6
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Fig. 6. Coarse subdivision: (a) meeting of champions; (b) long side.

where, in addition, every character ofA marks either a line inΣ (possibly passing throug
several vertices in the sense of Remark 3.5) or a unique vertex. In this section we
that this is the case for every finite Abelian subgroupA ⊂ SL(3,C).

There is a dichotomy in the calculation ofΣ : there is either a uniquemeeting of champi
onsor a uniquelong side(see [3, §2.8.2]). If a meeting of champions exists, the cham
lines subdivideΣ into four regions (see Fig. 6(a)), three if the champion has side ze
one if the meeting of champions is the whole of∆. Otherwise, permutingx, y, z if neces-
sary,Σ is subdivided by a line frome1 which cuts the long sidee2e3 as in Fig. 6(b) (there
may be more than one line frome1 cutting the long side so this subdivision is not can
ical). In each case we produce a coarse subdivision ofΣ into at most four regions whic
are themselves unions of regular triangles. Each region, apart from the interior trian
Fig. 6(a), is a triangle with verticesei,pj , ek ; in Fig. 6(b), the pointp = pj lies on the
edgee2e3 cut out byxd . Example 3.6 contains a meeting of champions of side zero
divided into three regions, Example 3.7 has a long side and hence two regions.

From now on we identify characters ofA with monomials in the eigenspace of th
character. There is of course no canonical monomial for each character. However, w
show that the characters marking the points and lines in a regular corner triangle p
single monomial above all other choices (the meeting of champions triangle is diff
see Remark 4.3).

Proposition 4.1. The characters which mark the points and lines lying in the regione1p2e3
of Fig. 6(a)can be represented by the monomials

xizj for i = 0, . . . , d; j = 0, . . . , f. (4.1)

By permutingx, y, z if necessary, this proposition computes the characters markin
of the outer regionseipj ek in Fig. 6(a) or 6(b).

Lemma 4.2. The characters which mark the regular triangles of sider in Fig. 1 can be
represented by the monomials
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zf −k and xd−izf −k for i, k = 0, . . . , r in case(a), (4.2)

xizf −k and xd−izc+k for 0� i + k � r in case(b). (4.3)

Proof of Proposition 4.1 (assuming the lemma). Starting from the edgee1e3, run an MMP
(see [3, §2.7]) which eats all regular triangles inside the regione1p2e3 of Fig. 6(a). We
prove the proposition by induction on the number of contractions in the MMP. If the M
consists of a single contraction then the region itself is a regular corner triangle froe3,
shown in Fig. 1(a). The ratioxa : ye cutting out the edgee1e3 is simplyye, hencea = 0.
Sinced − a = f = r holds by (2.1), substituted = f = r into the list (4.2) of character
marking a corner triangle to see that the proposition holds in this case.

Suppose now that we have performed an MMP that has eaten all regular triangl
region with verticese1qe3 where the linese1q ande3q are cut out by the ratioszf : yc and
xa : ye respectively (see Fig. 1(a)). We assume by induction that the characters m
the union of regular triangles inside this region are

xizj for i = 0, . . . , a; j = 0, . . . , f. (4.4)

If the next contraction of the MMP eats a corner triangle frome3, then the linee1q extends
to a lattice pointp, and the linee3p has ratioxd : yb say, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Th
characters which mark the new corner triangle are listed in (4.2). The regione1p2e3 of
Fig. 6(a) is therefore marked with the union of characters (4.2) and (4.4); namelyxizj

for i = 0, . . . , d ; j = 0, . . . , f as required. The case where the final triangle is frome1 is
similar. �
Proof of Lemma 4.2. For case (a), the triangle is eaten by an MMP from the sidee1e3
so we choose to represent the characters marking this triangle by monomials inx, z. From
(2.3), the characters which mark the tesselating lines of the triangle are

xd−i , xa+j zj , zf −k for i, j, k = 0, . . . , r − 1. (4.5)

The vertices along the edges of the triangle are marked with the characters

xazf −k, xdzf −k, xd−izf for i, k = 0, . . . , r − 1. (4.6)

Indeed, the edges emanating frome3 are marked withxa andxd . A tesselating line marke
with zf −k (for k = 0, . . . , r − 1) passes through every vertex on both of these edges
hence, by Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, these vertices are marked withxazf −k andxdzf −k . Simi-
larly, the tesselating linesxd−i cross the edge frome1 marked withzf , soxd−izf mark the
vertices along this edge. Finally, from the proof of Lemma 3.4, we know that the char

xa+j zf −k and xd−izj for i, j, k = 1, . . . , r − 1 such thati + j + k = r (4.7)

mark the internal vertices in the tesselation of the regular triangle of Fig. 1(a). As a r
the union of the characters listed in (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7) mark the points and lines
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Fig. 7. The McKay quiver as a tesselation by regular hexagons.

regular triangle of Fig. 1(a). It is an easy combinatorial exercise to see that the un
these characters is equal to the list (4.2) as claimed. This proves case (a) of Lemma

To prove case (b), one proves similarly that the charactersxd−i , xj zc+j andzf −k for
i, j, k = 0, . . . , r − 1 mark the lines of the regular tesselation; the charactersxdzf −k ,
xa+j zc+j andxd−izc for i, j, k = 0, . . . , r − 1 mark the vertices along the edges of
triangle; and the charactersxj zf −k and xd−izc+j for i, j, k = 1, . . . , r − 1 such that
i + j + k = r mark the internal vertices of the triangle. As with case (a), the unio
these characters is equal to the list (4.3) as claimed.�
Remark 4.3. There is symmetry in Lemma 4.2, case (b). The characters were list
terms ofx, z, but equally can be written inx, y or y, z using the relations (2.4). This doe
not alter the character, because the ratios in (2.4) areA-invariant. In short, the characte
marking strata in the interior triangle in Fig. 6(a) do not prefer a single monomial ov
others.

The conditionA ⊂ SL(3,C) ensures thatxyz is A-invariant, so a monomial lies in th
same character space as its image inC[x, y, z]/xyz. Following Reid [10, §7], the mono
mials inC[x, y, z]/xyz are represented as a tesselation of the plane by regular hexa
part of which is shown in Fig. 7.

This is the universal cover of theMcKay quiver, where the arrows in the three pri
cipal directions are ‘multiply byx, y or z’. Some power of each monomialx, y and z

is A-invariant so the tesselation is periodic, and we say that any connected region
quiver in one-to-one correspondence with the characters ofA is afundamental domain.

Proposition 4.4. The characters marking the points and lines inΣ form a fundamental do
main in the McKay quiver(assuming that a character which marks a line passing thro
a vertex in the sense of Remark3.5 is recorded only once on the quiver).

Proof. The coarse subdivision ofΣ is one of the two types shown in Fig. 6. Begi
ning with case (a), plot the characters which mark each region on the McKay q
The characters marking the three outer regions in the subdivision form parallelog
by Proposition 4.1, and the characters marking the meeting of champions form a
triangles, by Lemma 4.2, case (b). The parallelograms and triangles intersect alon
actersxiye = xizc (0 � i � d), yj zf = yjxa (0 � j � e) andxdzk = ybzk (0 � k � f )
marking the vertices on the champion lines, as shown in Fig. 8. The union of these r
is slightly larger than a fundamental domain in the quiver. However, the charactersxi , yj ,
zk around the edge of the shape in Fig. 8 mark tesselating lines in different region
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Fig. 8. Three parallelograms and two triangles in the McKay quiver.

have been plotted more than once. In each case, the lines marked with the same m
pass through a vertex of valency 4, 5 or 6 (cf. Remark 3.5), thereby passing from o
gion to another. The assumption in the statement of the theorem enables us to ide
pairs (the trivial character 1 appears three times) the monomials around the outside
shape of Fig. 8, leaving a fundamental domain.

Otherwise, the subdivision is from Fig. 6(b). The characters marking the two re
arexizk andxiyj for i = 0, . . . , d , j = 0, . . . , c andk = 0, . . . , f . These parallelogram
intersect along the charactersxiyc = xizf (0 � i � d) marking the vertices on the lin
of intersection of the regions. Sincexd is A-invariant, identify the charactersyj andxdyj

pairwise, and similarlyzk andxdzk . Identify in pairs the two collections 1, x, . . . , xd mark-
ing the lines passing from one region to another, leaving a fundamental domain.�
Remark 4.5. The coarse subdivision of Fig. 6(b) is not canonical, different subdivis
vary by a corner triangleT of side r from e1 whose sides extend frome1 to the long
side. If the long side is cut out by the monomialxf and the other sides ofT are cut out by
ya : ze andyd : zb say, where the relations (2.3) hold, then the characters which markT are
yd−ixf −k for i, k = 0, . . . , r by Lemma 4.2. This is a parallelogram with sides of lengtr ,
so choosing a different coarse subdivision causes the pair of parallelograms in the
proof to be translated. In particular, the overall result is unchanged.

Corollary 4.6. Every nontrivial character ofA appears once onΣ as either

(i) a characterχi marking a line(possibly passing through several vertices in the se
of Remark3.5);or

(ii) a characterχm marking a vertex; or
(iii) the second characterχl marking the intersection of three straight lines.
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5. Tautological line bundles on A-Hilb(C3)

For a finite Abelian subgroupA ⊂ SL(3,C), writeπ :C3 → X = C3/A for the quotient,
Y = A-Hilb(C3) for Nakamura’sA-Hilbert scheme andϕ :Y → X for the crepant resolu
tion. SinceY is a fine moduli space of subschemesZ ⊂ C3 there is a universal subschem
Z ⊂ Y × C3 fitting into the diagram

Z
p q

Y

ϕ

C3

π

X

in which π andp are finite,ϕ andq are birational andp is flat. The sheafR := p∗OZ is
locally free sincep is finite and flat. WriteZ(y) ⊂ C3 for theA-cluster corresponding to
pointy ∈ Y . By the definition ofA-cluster (see Section 1), theA-moduleH 0(Z(y),OZ(y))

is the regular representation ofA, therefore dimH 0(Z(y),OZ(y)) is constant, namely th
order of the groupA. A theorem of Grothendieck on (higher) direct images of cohe
sheaves under proper morphisms (see Mumford [8, II.5, Corollary 2]) establishes th
fibre ofR overy is H 0(Z(y),OZ(y)). In particular, the rank ofR is equal to the order o
the groupA. The decomposition of the regular representation into irreducible submo
induces the decomposition

R=
⊕

k

Rk ⊗ ρk for Rk = HomA(ρk,R),

where the sum runs over all irreducible representationsρk of A. The sheavesRk are direct
summands of a locally free sheaf so are themselves locally free of rank dimρk = 1 We call
Rk thetautological line bundleonY associated to the irreducible representationρk of A.

Our calculation of the coordinates on the subvarietiesUτ
∼= C3 coveringY enables us

to compute an explicit basis of the fibres ofR overUτ . First, write down the coordinate
ξ, η, ζ (or λ,µ, ν) on Uτ given in one of the lists (2.5) to (2.8). In each case, the or
0 ∈ C3 ∼= Uτ defines anA-clusterZτ with defining idealIτ generated by monomials.
is easy to write down aC-basis forH 0(Zτ ,OZτ ) = C[x, y, z]/Iτ , namely the setΓτ of
monomials inC[x, y, z]�Iτ . This set is called anA-graphby Nakamura. Every monomia
m ∈ C[x, y, z] lies in a well defined character space of theA-action, giving rise to a ma
wt :Γτ → A∨ from anA-graph to the character group ofA. This map is one-to-one becau
H 0(Zτ ,OZτ ) is the regular representation. Nakamura [9, Lemma 2.3(ii)] proves tha
setΓτ forms a basis of the coordinate ringH 0(Z(y),OZ(y)) for every pointy in the affine
chartUτ (see also [3, §4]). Thus we have shown the following well known fact:

Proposition 5.1. The monomials in theA-graph Γτ form a basis of the fibres ofR over
every point ofUτ .
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To illustrate this, consider the chartUτ ⊂ Y with coordinatesξ , η, ζ as in (2.5). The
point ξ = η = ζ = 0 corresponds to theA-cluster with ideal

Iτ = 〈
xd−i , ye−j , zf −k, yb+i+1zi+1, xa+j+1zj+1, xk+1yc+k+1, xyz

〉
.

TheA-graphΓτ consisting of the monomials lying inC[x, y, z] � Iτ is shown in Fig. 9.
As before, monomials inC[x, y, z]/xyz are drawn on a planar graph, but to save sp
we represent monomials by dots rather than hexagons. For eachρk , the generatorrk,τ

of the tautological line bundleRk over Uτ can be read off directly fromΓτ : if χk ∈ A∨
denotes the character of the representationρk then rk,τ is the unique monomialm ∈ Γτ

with wt(m) = χk .

Remark 5.2. For finiteG ⊂ SL(2,C), Gonzalez-Sprinberg and Verdier [4] calculated
generators of eachRk over an open cover ofY by computing a resolution ofRk . The new
approach via Nakamura’sA-graphsΓτ implemented here provides the generators ofRk

on the open cover ofY without the need for explicit resolutions.

The next lemma lists elementary facts about the generatorsrk,τ . Givenρk , choose any
m ∈ C[x, y, z] such thatrk,T = m for some basic triangleT . Set

Conv(k,m) := {p ∈ ∆ | ∃ basic triangleτ containingp such thatrk,τ = m}.

This nonempty subset of the junior simplex∆ is by construction a union of triangles.

Lemma 5.3.

(i) Conv(k,m) is a convex subset of∆.
(ii) e1 /∈ Conv(k,m) ⇔ m is divisible byx. The same statement holds ife2 (respectively

e3) replacese1 andy (respectivelyz) replacesx.
(iii) Let v be a vertex of trianglesT ,T ′. If rk,T = xαzγ and rk,T ′ = yβzδ thenzmin{γ,δ}

dividesrk,τ for all trianglesτ whose interior intersectse1ve2.
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Proof. Write Rk
∼= OY (D) for some divisorD on Y . Toric geometry definesD by spec-

ifying an elementmτ ∈ M for eachτ ∈ Σ , defining divisors div(m−1
τ ) on Uτ ⊂ Y so that

mτ generatesOY (D)|Uτ . Now, rk,τ generatesRk|Uτ so, accounting for linear equivalenc
there exists a Laurent monomialf such thatrk,τ = f ·mτ (if f = 1 thenrk,τ is A-invariant,
but this is false unlessρk is trivial). The line bundleRk is generated by its global sectio
so the piecewise linear functionψD : |Σ | → R defined byψD(v) = 〈mτ ,v〉 for v ∈ τ is
convex. Sincef is fixed, it follows thatψk : |Σ | → R defined byψk(v) = 〈rk,τ , v〉 for
v ∈ τ is also convex. This proves part (i).

For any triangleT with vertexe1, one of the coordinates on the affine varietyUT is
x/yj zk for somej, k ∈ Z�0, sox cannot divide any monomialrk,T in ΓT . In particular,
whenm is divisible byx we havee1 /∈ Conv(k,m). Conversely, ifm = rk,τ is not divisible
by x thenm = yβzγ for β,γ ∈ Z�0. Thenψk(v) = 〈yβzγ , v〉 for v ∈ τ and〈yβzγ , e1〉 = 0.
But ψk(e1) = 0 becausex cannot dividerk,T for anyT with vertexe1, so in factψk(v) =
〈yβzγ , v〉 for v = e1 and for allv ∈ τ . Convexity ofψk ensuresψk(v) � 〈yβzγ , v〉 for
all v ∈ Σ , so piecewise linearity givesψk(v) = 〈yβzγ , v〉 for all v on straight lines in
∆ joining e1 to points ofτ . In particular,rk,T = yβzγ for someT with vertex e1, so
e1 ∈ Conv(k,m). This completes (ii).

Finally, suppose there existsτ such thatzmin{γ,δ} does not dividerk,τ and an in-
terior point w of τ lies insidee1ve2. By exchangingx and y if necessary, we ma
assumerk,τ = xazc with c < min{γ, δ}. If a � α then anyA-graph containingxαzγ

also containsxazc, but wt(xαzγ ) = χk = wt(xazc), so in fact a > α. Now, consider
zγ−c/xa−α = xαzγ /xazc ∈ M = N∨. The plane(zγ−c/xa−α)⊥ ⊂ N ⊗ R defines a line
l = (zγ−c/xa−α)⊥ ∩ ∆ in the junior simplex∆ passing throughe2. Sincerk,T = xαzγ

andv ∈ T we have〈zγ−c/xa−α, v〉 = 〈xαzγ , v〉 − 〈xazc, v〉 � 0. Similarly, rk,τ = xazc

and w lies strictly insideτ so 〈zγ−c/xa−α,w〉 = 〈xαzγ ,w〉 − 〈xazc,w〉 > 0. Clearly
〈zγ−c/xa−α, e3〉 > 0. As a result,e3 and w lie on the same side of the linel through
e2 while v lies either on the opposite side ofl or on the line itself. Either way,w cannot lie
in the regione1ve2, a contradiction. �

Fig. 10. (a) Generatorsr3,τ of R3; (b) the Newton polygon.
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Example 5.4. The fanΣ of A-Hilb(C3) for the singularity 1
11(1,2,8) is shown in Fig. 4(b).

The generatorsr3,τ of R3|Uτ are drawn on Fig. 10(a); note thatr3,τ = xy for four triangles
τ ∈ Σ . Six convex regions Conv(3,m) partition∆ for certainm with wt(m) = χ3. Parts (ii)
and (iii) of Lemma 5.3 are essentially obvious when you consider the relative pos
of the m in the Newton polygon shown in Fig. 10(b). Observe thaty2z4 andyz7 don’t
generateR3 on any open set: the ratios of consecutive monomialsy3z/y2z4, y2z4/yz7

andyz7/z10 coincide soR3 has degree three on one of the curves parametrised byy : z3

(see Lemma 7.2 for more on this point).

6. Relations between tautological line bundles

For every compact exceptional surface of the crepant resolutionϕ :Y → X, there is a
relation in Pic(Y ) between tautological line bundlesRk onY . These relations can be stat
using Reid’s recipe (see Section 3):

Theorem 6.1. The following relations hold inPic(Y ):

1. Rm = Rk ⊗Rk whenχm = χk ⊗ χk marks a vertexv of valency3.
2. Rm = Rk ⊗Rl whenχm = χk ⊗ χl marks a vertexv of valency4.
3. Rm = Rk ⊗Rl whenχm = χk ⊗ χl marks a vertexv of valency5 or 6.
4. Rl ⊗Rm = Ri ⊗Rj ⊗Rk when the pair of charactersχl andχm satisfyingχl ⊗χm =

χi ⊗ χj ⊗ χk mark the intersection pointv of three straight lines.

Proof. To establish a relation of the formRm = Rk ⊗ Rl we prove thatrm,τ = rk,τ · rlτ
on every triangleτ ∈ Σ . We proceed case by case as in Section 3:

Case 1. Write v for the vertex of valency 3 marked withχm = χk ⊗χk from Lemma 3.1. In
the notation of Lemma 3.1, writeT for the basic triangle inΣ with v as a vertex and ratio
xd : yb, yb : zf cutting out two edges. By permutingx, y, z if necessary, assume thatT lies
in a regular corner triangle of sider from e3 as shown in Fig. 1(a) (withb = c). The third
edge ofT is cut out byye−(r−1) : xd+(r−1)zr−1 so the coordinates onUT areξ = xd/yb,
η = ye−(r−1)/xd+(r−1)zr−1 andζ = zf /yb. CalculatingΓT using the method introduce
in Section 5 shows that bothyb andye−r lie in ΓT Since wt(yb) = χk we haverk,T = yb.
Also, e − r = 2b by (2.1) so wt(ye−r ) = wt(y2b) = χk ⊗χk = χm, hencerm,T = y2b. Note
in passing thaty2b lies in the socle ofΓT .

We now claim that for every triangleτ in the regione1ve3 of Σ we haverk,τ = yb

and rm,τ = y2b so thatrm,τ = rk,τ · rk,τ . Indeed,m = yb is divisible by neitherx nor z

so Lemma 5.3(ii) shows that bothe1 and e3 lie in Conv(k, yb). The vertexv ∈ T also
lies in this set sincerk,T = yb by the above. It follows that the entire regione1ve3 lies in
Conv(k, yb) by convexity, thereby proving the claim forrk,τ = yb. The proof forrm,τ =
y2b is identical. Symmetrically, we see thatrk,τ = xa andrm,τ = x2a for τ in e2ve3, and
thatrk,τ = zf andrm,τ = z2f for τ in e1ve2. Thereforerm,τ = rk,τ · rk,τ for all τ ∈ Σ .
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Fig. 11. Generatorsrm,T for T with vertexv in (a) Case 2; (b) Case 3.

Case 2. Write v for a vertex of valency 4 marked withχm = χk ⊗ χl from Lemma 3.2.
Mimicking the proof of Case 1 above givesrk,τ = yb, rl,τ = yc, rm,τ = yb+c and hence
rm,τ = rk,τ · rl,τ for τ in the regione1ve3 of Fig. 3(a). By permutingx andy, the same
argument shows thatrk,τ = xd , rl,τ = xa , rm,τ = xa+d and hencerm,τ = rk,τ · rl,τ for τ in
e2ve3. Again, note in passing that ifτ hasv as a vertex thenrm,τ (which is eitheryb+c or
xa+d ) lies in the socle ofΓτ .

As for e1ve2, letT andT ′ denote the basic triangles ine1ve2 havingv as a vertex. Using
the coordinatesξ = xa/zf , η = yb/xd, ζ = zf +1/yb−1xa−d−1 on UT and ξ ′ = xd/yb,
η′ = yc/zf , ζ ′ = zf +1/xd−1yc−b−1 on UT ′ , we calculate theA-graphsΓT andΓT ′ . It is
immediate thatxdzf ∈ ΓT andybzf ∈ ΓT ′ (again, these monomials both lie in the so
of the correspondingA-graph). Since wt(zf ) = χl and wt(xd) = wt(yb) = χk it follows
thatrm,T = xdzf andrm,T ′ = ybzf (see Fig. 11(a)). Lemma 5.3(iii) reveals thatzf divides
rm,τ for everyτ in e1ve2. Both rm,τ /z

f andzf are of the formri,τ for someχi because
A-graphs are cyclicC[x, y, z]-modules with generator 1. Now, wt(zf ) = χl and χm =
χk ⊗ χl , hence wt(rm,τ /z

f ) = χk . As a resultrl,τ = zf andrm,τ /z
f = rk,τ for τ in e1ve2.

This proves thatrm,τ = rk,τ · rl,τ for every triangleτ in e1ve2 which completes Case 2.

Case 3. Write v for a vertex of valency 5 or 6 (excluding three straight lines meeting
point) marked withχm = χk ⊗ χl from Lemma 3.3. Mimicking the proof of Case 1 abo
givesrk,τ = yc, rl,τ = ye, rm,τ = yc+e and hencerm,τ = rk,τ · rl,τ for τ in the regione1ve3
of Fig. 3(b). Again, the monomialrm,τ = yc+e lies in the socle of theA-graphΓτ for the
triangleτ with vertexv.

To prove the result forτ lying outsidee1ve3, mimic the proof of Case 2 twice. That i
first compute theA-graphs of all trianglesT havingv as a vertex by calculating coordinat
on the affine piecesUT . There exist two such adjacent trianglesT ,T ′ for which rm,T =
yb+f z2f andrm,T ′ = xazf (see Fig. 11(b); these monomials both lie in the socle of
correspondingA-graph). Lemma 5.3(iii) reveals thatzf divides rm,τ for everyτ whose
interior intersects the regione1ve2. As in Case 2, it follows thatrk,τ = zf , rm,τ /z

f = rl,τ
and hence thatrm,τ = rk,τ · rl,τ for τ with interior intersectinge1ve2. Repeat this argumen
beginning with the adjacent trianglesT ′′, T ′′′ from Fig. 11(b) whererm,T ′′ = xazf and
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Fig. 12. ForT with vertexv, the generators of (a)Rl ; (b) Rm.

rm,T ′′′ = xayc to see thatrl,τ = xa , rm,τ /x
a = rk,τ and hence thatrm,τ = rk,τ · rl,τ for τ

with interior intersectinge2ve3. The interior of every triangle lying outsidee1ve3 intersects
eithere1ve2 or e2ve3 (possibly both, in which caserm,τ = xazf ), hencerm,τ = rk,τ · rl,τ
for all τ lying outsidee1ve3. This completes the proof of Case 3 for a vertex of valenc
when the regular triangleR from the proof of Lemma 3.3 is frome1 as in Fig. 3(b). The
same argument proves Case 3 whenR is either a corner triangle frome2 or the meeting of
champions. The case where the vertex has valency 6 is almost identical.

Case 4. The intersection pointv of three straight lines is marked with charactersχl and
χm from Lemma 3.4. Ifv lies inside a corner triangle whose tesselating lines are cu
by the ratios (2.3) then the charactersχi , χj andχk mark the lines throughv cut out by
xd−i : yb+izi , ye−j : zj xa+j andzf −k : xkyc+k respectively. First, calculate theA-graphs
ΓT of the six trianglesT with v as a vertex, and hence write down the generatorsrl,T and
rm,T of Rl andRm on the open setsUT as shown in Fig. 12 (as in the previous three ca
the monomials shown on Fig. 12 lie in the socle of the correspondingA-graphs). The lines
in the figure should pass straight throughv leaving six triangles; for instance,rl,T = ye−j zi

for a pair of trianglesT with vertexv (the six monomials written on Fig. 12 first appear
in (3.2)).

We claim that everyτ ∈ Σ whose interior intersectse1ve2 satisfies

rk,τ = zf −k, rl,τ = zi · rj,τ and rm,τ = zj · ri,τ . (6.1)

To see this, consider the adjacent trianglesT ,T ′ with vertex v from Fig. 12(a) such
that rl,T = ye−j zi and rl,T ′ = xa+j zf −k . It follows that rk,T ′ = zf −k and hence, by
Lemma 5.3(ii),rk,τ = zf −k for everyτ whose interior intersectse1ve2. Moreover, since
i < f − k, Lemma 5.3(iii) reveals thatzi dividesrl,τ for everyτ whose interior intersect
e1ve2, hencerl,τ /zi ∈ Γτ . Observe from (3.2) thatye−j zi lies in theχl-character space
This means that wt(rl,τ /zi) = wt(ye−j ) = χj and hencerl,τ /zi = rj,τ which proves the
second part of (6.1). As for the third part, consider the adjacent trianglesT ′, T ′′ with vertex
v shown in Fig. 12(b) such thatrm,T ′ = yb+izf −k andrm,T ′′ = xd−izj . Sincej < f − k,
Lemma 5.3(iii) reveals thatzj dividesrm,τ for everyτ with a vertex insidee1ve2, hence
rm,τ /z

j ∈ Γτ . Again, (3.2) shows thatxd−izj lies in theχm-character space which mea
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that wt(rm,τ /z
j ) = wt(xd−i ) = χi . Thusrl,τ /z

i = ri,τ which completes the proof of (6.1
Equations (2.1) show thatzf −k = zi · zj , so (6.1) gives

rl,τ · rm,τ = ri,τ · rj,τ · rk,τ (6.2)

for all trianglesτ whose interiors intersecte1ve2. The next step is to prove that everyτ ∈ Σ

whose interior intersectse1ve3 satisfies

ri,τ = xd−i , rl,τ = xa+j · rk,τ and rm,τ = xk · rj,τ . (6.3)

The proof is the same as that for (6.1). In this case, (2.1) givesxd−i = xa+j · xk which
establishes (6.2) forτ whose interiors intersecte2ve3. Finally,

rj,τ = ye−j , rl,τ = yc+k · ri,τ and rm,τ = yb+i · rk,τ (6.4)

for everyτ ∈ Σ whose interior intersectse1ve3. Again, the proof is similar to (6.1), an
(2.1) givesye−j = yc+k · yb+i thereby proving (6.2) forτ whose interiors intersecte1ve3.
Thus (6.2) holds for allτ ∈ Σ and hence proves Case 4 whenv lies inside a corner triangl
with tesselating lines cut out by (2.3). Minor changes in indices proves the case wherv lies
inside the meeting of champions triangle whose tesselating lines are cut out by (2.4�
Remark 6.2. In the course of the proof we saw that wheneverχm marksv, the correspond
ing monomialrm,τ lies in the socle ofΓτ for every triangle havingv as a vertex. For mor
on this point see Craw and Ishii [2, Lemma 9.1].

Proposition 6.3. Theorem6.1 lists all nontrivial relations between tautological bundles
Pic(Y ). In particular, the mapχk �→Rk is not multiplicative.

Proof. The nontrivial tautological bundles span Pic(Y ) because the whole collection{Rk}
baseK(Y). For each relation listed in the statement of the theorem, remove the bundRm

from the spanning set (see Remark 6.4). Since we chooseRm each time, the remainin
tautological bundles indexed by characters of types (i) and (iii) in Corollary 4.6 still
Pic(Y ). There are|A| − 1 nontrivial bundles and we’ve just removedb4(Y ) of them, one
for each interior vertex inΣ , so the set spanning Pic(Y ) consists of|A| − 1− b4(Y ) bun-
dles. The McKay correspondence of Ito and Reid [6] givese(Y ) = |A|, so the set spannin
Pic(Y ) consists ofe(Y )−1−b4(Y ) = b2(Y ) = rank Pic(Y ) elements. Thus the bundles i
dexed by characters of types (i) and (iii) are independent so there can be no more no
relations. �
Remark 6.4. There are three maps dP6 → P1 given by restriction of the bundlesRi , Rj ,
Rk , and two maps dP6 → P2 given by restriction ofRl andRm. All five maps span
Pic(dP6) and the relation of Theorem 6.1, part 4 holds. We break the symmetry in
relation by choosing the restriction of the bundlesRi , Rj , Rk , Rl as a basis for Pic(dP6)

while discardingRm. However, we could equally well choose the restriction ofRm as the
fourth basis element in which case we discardRl .
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7. The McKay correspondence

The last line in the proof of Proposition 6.3 established that the bundlesRk indexed by
characters of types (i) and (iii) from Corollary 4.6 base Pic(Y ). Applying the first Chern
class isomorphism gives:

Proposition 7.1. The first Chern classesc1(Rk) of bundles indexed by characters of typ
(i) and (iii) in Corollary 4.6 form a basis ofH 2(Y,Z).

Next considerH 4(Y,Z). Following Reid [10], we use the relations from Theorem
to construct virtual bundlesVm on Y indexed by charactersχm of type (ii) which, by
construction, have trivial rank and trivial first Chern class. As before, we proceed ca
case:

Case 1. For each relationRm = Rk ⊗Rk arising from the marking of a vertex of valency
defineVm := (Rk ⊕Rk) � (Rm ⊕OY ).

Case 2. For each relationRm = Rk ⊗Rl arising from the marking of a vertex of valency
defineVm := (Rk ⊕Rl) � (Rm ⊕OY ).

Case 3. For each relationRm = Rk ⊗Rl arising from the marking of a vertex of valency
or 6, defineVm := (Rk ⊕Rl ) � (Rm ⊕OY ).

Case 4. For each relationRl ⊗ Rm = Ri ⊗ Rj ⊗ Rk arising from the marking of the
intersection point of three straight lines, define the virtual bundleVm := (Ri ⊕Rj ⊕Rk)�
(Rl ⊕Rm ⊕OY ).

Lemma 7.2. The bundleRk has degree one on each curve inY defined by a line inΣ
marked withχk .

Proof. Consider a line inΣ marked withχk and suppose, permutingx, y, z if necessary
that the corresponding curveP1 ⊂ Y is parametrised by the ratiozf −k : xkyc+k . Then
ζ = zf −k/xkyc+k is a coordinate onUT defined by the triangleT on one side of the line
hencerk,T = xkyc+k . Similarly, ν = xkyc+k/zf −k is a coordinate onUT ′ defined by the
triangleT ′ on the other side of the line, hencerk,T ′ = zf −k . Thus the transition function o
Rk on UT ∩ UT ′ is determined byzf −k = ζ · xkyc+k . Since the curve is cut out byζ = 0
in UT we see thatRk has degree one on the curve.�
Proposition 7.3. The classesc2(Vm) form a basis ofH 4(Y,Z) dual to the basis[S] ∈
H4(Y,Z) defined by the compact exceptional surfacesS of the resolutionϕ :Y → X.

Proof. The C∗-action (x, y, z) → (λx,λy,λz) defines a retraction ofY onto the com-
pactly supported exceptional locus ofϕ, so the homology classes of the compact exc
tional surfaces form an integral basis ofH4(Y,Z). Write Sn for the exceptional surfac
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corresponding to the vertexv := vn in Σ marked with the characterχn according to Sec
tion 3. We prove case-by-case that

∫

Sn

c2(Vm) = δmn. (7.1)

Case 1. Recall from Case 1 of Theorem 6.1 thatrk,τ is yb (respectivelyxa or zf ) for τ in
e1ve3 (respectivelye2ve3 or e1ve2), soRk has degree zero on all lines not marked withχk .
Also, Rk has degree one on the curves defined by a line marked withχk by Lemma 7.2.
Now,χm marks the vertexvm of valency 3 corresponding toSm = P2 andRk|Sm = OP2(1),
so

∫

Sm

c2(Vm) =
∫

Sm

c1(Rk|Sm)2 = OP2(1)2 = 1,

as required. Next, consider a vertexvn 
= vm in Σ . If vn lies on a line fromvm to someej

thenSn is a (possibly once or twice blown up) scrollFr . The bundleRl has degree one o
the classes1 M andD, and degree zero onF (and on each−1-curveE if the scroll has
been blown up). ThusRk|Sn = OSn(F ) ⇒ c1(Rk|Sn)

2 = F 2 = 0. Otherwisevn lies inside
one of the regionseivej in which caseRk|Sn = OSn ⇒ c1(Rk|Sn)

2 = 0. Hence

∫

Sn

c2(Vm) =
∫

Sn

c1(Rl |Sn)
2 = 0

for anyvn 
= vm. This establishes relation (7.1) for Case 1.

Case 2. In the notation of Case 2 from Section 3,χk marks the straight line through th
vertex vm of valency 4 soRk has degree one on the classesM and D on the surface
Sm = Fr corresponding tovm. It follows thatRk|Sm = OSm(F ). Also,Rl has degree on
onF becauseχl marks the other two lines meeting atvm, soRl |Sm = OSm(M + c · F), for
somec ∈ Z. Thus

∫

Sm

c2(Vm) =
∫

Sm

c1(Rk|Sm) · c1(Rl |Sm) = F · (M + cF ) = 1.

Next, consider a vertexvn 
= vm in Σ . From Fig. 3(a) we see thatRk (andRl) has degree
one (respectively degreed � 1) on the linevm to e3, and degree zero (respectively degree
on the linesvm to e1 andvm to e2. If vn lies on the linevm to e3 thenSn is a scrollFr

1 We adopt the following notation: letF , M andD denote the classes on a surface scrollFr with selfintersection
0, r and−r respectively; we use the same notation for the strict transforms of these classes in a once
blown up scroll.
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(possibly blown up in one or two points) and, as above, we haveRk|Sn = OSn(F ) and
Rl |Sn = OSn(dF ) for somed ∈ Z. Thus

∫

Sn

c2(Vm) =
∫

Sn

c1(Rk|Sn) · c1(Rl |Sn) = F · (dF ) = 0.

If vn 
= vm lies on the linevm to e1 or vm to e2 thenRk|Sn = OSn , and if vn 
= vm does
not lie on a line fromvm to someej thenRl |Sn = OSn . In either case the Chern cla
calculation is zero so the relation (7.1) holds.

Case 3. Almost identical to Case 2 so we leave it as an exercise.

Case 4. In the notation of Case 4 from Section 3, writevm for the vertex marked withχl

andχm defining a surfaceSm := dP6. The divisor class group is

Div(Sm) = 〈D1,D2,D3,C1,C2 | D1 + D2 + D3 = C1 + C2〉,
whereOSm(Cα) and OSm(Dβ) define morphisms fromSm to P2 and P1 respectively.
The charactersχi , χj and χk mark the straight lines passing throughvm cut out by
the ratios (2.3) or (2.4), and it follows thatRi |Sm = OSm(D1), Rj |Sm = OSm(D2) and
Rk|Sm = OSm(D3). Thus

∫

Sm

c2(Ri ⊕Rj ⊕Rk) =
∑
α<β

Dα · Dβ = 3.

Also, from the construction of the charactersχl andχm in Lemma 3.4, we haveRl |Sm =
OSm(C1) andRm|Sm = OSm(C2), so

∫

Sm

c2(Rl ⊕Rm) =
∫

Sm

c1(Rl ) · c1(Rm) = C1 · C2 = 2.

The difference of these two integrals establishes (7.1) whenm = n. Next, consider a verte
vn 
= vm. Whenvn lies in the regione1ve2, the proof of (6.1) shows thatrk,τ = zf −k on
the open setsUτ ⊂ Sn defined by trianglesτ with vn as a vertex. ThenRk|Sn = OSn ,
so c1(Rk|Sn) = 0. It follows from (6.1) thatc1(Rl |Sn) = c1(Rj |Sn) and c1(Rm|Sn) =
c1(Ri |Sn). As a result

∫

Sn

c2(Ri ⊕Rj ⊕Rk) = c1(Ri |Sn) · c1(Rj |Sn)

= c1(Rl |Sn) · c1(Rm|Sn) =
∫

Sn

c2(Rl ⊕Rm),

so (7.1) holds forn 
= m. This completes the proof of Proposition 7.3.�
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. The basisc2(Vm) of H 4(Y,Z) is indexed by characters of typ
(ii), the basisc1(Rk) of H 2(Y,Z) is indexed by characters of types (i) and (iii), the triv
bundleR0 = OY generatesH 0(Y,Z). �
Remark 7.4. If χl andχm mark the same vertex then there is a choice as to whetherc1(Rl )

or c1(Rm) is a basis element ofH 2(Y,Z), and as to whether we label the virtual bundle
Case 4 asVm or Vl . In particular, when there is a del Pezzo surface dP6 ⊂ Y , there is no
canonical answer to the question ‘Which characters of the group correspond to ele
of H 4(Y,Z) and which toH 2(Y,Z)?’
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